Middle and Upper Phase

Spring 1 2020

This half term’s topic is:

‘Under the Ocean’
Key Words

Community Engagement

Sea, fish, water, world, float, sink, pull, push,
donate, money, charity

We’ll be enjoying our usual opportunities plus
visiting different charity shops and various
ponds and canals (with extra safety in mind)
hopefully we’ll see a few ducks to feed. Yellow
Class will enjoy a weekly visit to Forest School.

Science
We will be exploring a different kind of
push and pull—floating and sinking. We
will introduce the idea of water resistance,
there's going to be lots of predictions and
experimenting.

Technology/Art
Food Technology: we’ll be making a range
of foods that we can sell to raise funds for
our chosen World Charites.
Art: Our focus will be mixed media to
include wax resist. We will be doing a
joint project along with computing and
hope to have an ocean themed
‘installation’ by the end of the topic.

Humanities
This term is geography based– water and
earthquakes. We’ll learn about the water
cycle and different places we find water.
Hopefully we won’t have an actual
earthquake to experience but we’ll try to
recreate something on a smaller scale.

PSHE
Our focus is World Charity fund raising. After
investigating what different World Charities do
and deciding which ones to support, we’ll try
to find one of their charity shops to visit. Then
we’ll be taking orders for different crafts we’ll
be making to raise some money for them .

Home learning
Why not have a good sort out of some of your old toys, books and clothes and take them to a charity
shop? While you’re there see if you can find something to re-fill your cupboards!!
Visit some places to look at different types of water—but don’t fall in!! What can you see?
Make a paper boat and see if it floats next time you have a bath
We are keen to hear about how pupils engage with each topic at home. Please send notes and
photographs into school

